
Furniture Solutions 
Turning your work environment into a living space
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A leading design x build company

Our passion is rooted in designing and building vibrant places that inspire people to think better, 
work better and live better. 

This ambition is manifested in every aspect of the design process before being hand crafted with care and 
precision, a precision also inherent in our scheduling and project management.

We can imagine and deliver environments that are as beautiful and functional as they are sustainable. 
Environments that reflect your ambitions and needs no matter what your unique requirements are.
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Who is Tétris?

24,000+ 
projects delivered in the last five years

More than 900
employees

30 
corporate offices

Offices in 13 
countries
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At Tétris, we firmly believe that office fixtures and fittings play a crucial role in employee wellbeing 
and performance, and turn a workspace into a living space with personality and soul.  Thanks to our 
dedicated Furniture Solutions department, we have the expertise to make your office environment a 
priority so that it becomes a real driver of your brand image and a true reflection of your 
company culture.

With the benefit of an extensive choice of partner brands, varied positioning and styles, we seek to 
meet all your needs by bringing you the most suitable solution that corresponds perfectly to your 
budget and lead times.

Our aim is to help you get the most out of every one of your workspaces. We know that office fixtures 
and fittings must combine comfort and functionality, ergonomics and efficiency, plus help to make 
it a pleasure to be in the workplace. The set-up must be adapted to the individual, but also to the 
group, and provide modular, flexible and varied solutions to encourage discussion, the sharing of 
information and social contact.

With a multi-disciplined team consisting of project managers, interior designers, graphic designers 
and logistics experts, we are here to listen and offer you the state of the art office set-up that meets 
your needs.

Betty Surgis  
Head of Furniture Solutions
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Our mission
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Design oriented

We work creatively to design, 
develop and deliver a made-
to-measure office set-up.

|  Offering the best possible quality of life for your workforce.

|  Ensuring that your office set-up reflects your company image.

|  Showcasing your brand and company culture.

Focus on excellence

We work to the highest 
standards, and will fit 
out your space to your 
exacting requirements.

Efficient delivery

We work within your 
budget and stick to your 
lead times.

We apply 3 fundamental principles
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Improve employee performance by providing office set-up solutions adapted to 
individuals and groups.

+ + + = Maximum 
EfficiencyIndividual

(physical, 
physiological, 
emotional and 
sensory)

Good ergonomics

(taking control of 
the workstation 
with the right 
settings for 
comfort and 
functionality)

Adaptable 
and intutive

(top access, 
induction 
charging, room 
reservation 
systems, Cable 
management)

With 360o 
technology

Acoustics

InnovationCo-create
+ + + + =

Group Meeting With the 
right tools

For sharing 
information

Create 
social links

The perfect setting
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Depending on your needs, we can create flexible solutions that break away from more 
conventional spaces and methods of meeting and encourage collaboration

Open Semi-closed (partially 
soundproofed)•   Cafeteria spaces

•   Tea spaces

•   Reception spaces

•   Relaxation spaces

•   Project spaces

•   Atypical spaces

•   Game Rooms

•   Isola

•   Alcove

•   Box

+
Informal Spaces

Closed

•    Meeting rooms

•    Training rooms

•    Consulting rooms

•    Crisis management rooms

•    Project rooms

•    Labs

•    Phone booths and pods

Formal Spaces

Combining collaborative spaces
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We can provide an office set-up solution by placing innovation and technology at the 
heart of your business.

For maximum 
efficiency

360O 
Innovation

An integrated 
design solution

To facilitate 
decision 
making

To simplify 
communications

360o techology 
accessible to all

13

Integrating innovation and technology
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We will address your needs while taking sustainability into account at every stage of your project. 
This approach involves designing highly efficient work spaces, as well as indoor air quality (IAQ) to 
meet the requirements of environmental certifications including WELLTM, BREEAMR, LEEDR, HQETM 
and SKA rating.

In order to do so, we will encourage you to choose products that are safe for end users thanks to low 
emissions of VOCs and formaldehydes, but also for the environment, thanks to their recycled parts. 
These products come with sustainability labels and certificates such as EPD - Environmental Product 
Declaration– or DoP – Declaration of Performance. They are internationally recognised and are taken 
into account in certifications for fit-outs.

We’re taking an increasingly focused look at the circular economy and extending the useful life and 
value of furniture by helping our customers to reuse, donate or recycle their old furniture. Here are 
some other ways we’re making a difference:

Transportation and carbon footprint 
As much as possible, we work with manufacturers who have factories that are close to your projects so 
the materials don’t have to travel too far. 

Sustainable partners 
We value working with, and purposefully select manufacturers who are making proactive efforts to 
reduce their energy, material and water consumption for the production of furniture. Initiatives could 
include reusing wood scraps for heating, using solar panels to produce energy, reducing packaging, 
reusing paint particles within the production cycle or water reprocessing.

Turning waste into design  
We encourage our clients to take an innovative approach to reuse, and aim to work with partners who 
incorporate a high rate of recycled materials into new furniture.

Quality, modularity and resistance over time  
We’re interested in ecosystems that preserve the value of materials and pieces of furniture for as long as 
possible with a strong commitment to quality.

Cleaning for a second life 
We can apply a full cleaning service to office chair frames and seats or office desks to give them a new 
lease of life.

Repair and replace 
We can repair, renovate and embellish your professional furniture by replacing parts or providing a 
technical review of your current office chairs and armchairs. For example, we can replace the top of an 
office bench while keeping the basic structure and legs, or change the seat part of a chair, or its 
worn armrests.
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How we support your sustainability goals
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All our partner brands are actively involved in the development of products that meet or 
exceed European environmental standards.

We work with a variety of partners so will be able to support your furniture needs, space by space. 

Our global footprint means we’re perfectly-placed to help international businesses who want a local touch. 

A selection of our partner brands
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Partners to suit your needs
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The successful Installation of your office set-up 
requires seamless organisation.
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ADIDAS   |   AIRBUS   |   AVIVA   |   BANK OF AMERICA MERRILL LYNCH   |   BENTLEY   |   BERLUTI   |   BOEHRINGER    |  BP 

BNP   |   INGELHEIM   |   BOOKING.COM   |   CARREFOUR    |   COMET   |   DASSAULT SYSTEMS    |   DEXIA   |   EURONEXT 

ERAMET | ESSITY | EY | GALP   | GLOVO | GUERLAIN | HONEYWELL | INTERFACE | KERING 

LAFARGE |  LINDT & SPRÜNGLI  |  ĽOCCITANE  |  ĽORÉAL   MARSH  |  MCCANN  |  MODERNA 

MUREX  NISSAN   |   NBC UNIVERSAL   |  PANASONIC   |  PFIZER  |   PUIG   |   SCHINDLER   

SIEMENS SPACES | SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS | ST MICRO ELECTRONICS | TRAVELPERK | UPSA 

VERIZON | WATSON FARLEY & WILLAMS | WILLIS TOWERS WATSON | XPOLOGISTICS | ZURICH   

Project management that ensures delivery Clients who have trusted us

Site protection 
before installation

Delivered on time

Inspection of premises 
for access and elevation 
systems for moving and 
installing equipment. 

Daily monitoring of 
installation works
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Gallery
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Betty Surgis
Head of Furniture Solutions 
+33 (0) 678 23 17 03
bsurgis@tetris-db.com

tetris-db.com

© 2023 Tétris. All rights reserved. The information contained in this document is proprietary to Tétris and shall be used solely 
for the purposes of evaluating this proposal. All such documentation and information remains the property of Tétris and shall 
be kept confidential. Reproduction of any part of this document is authorised only to the extent necessary for its evaluation. It 
is not to be shown to any third party without the prior written authorisation of Tétris. All information contained herein is from 
sources deemed reliable; however, no representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy thereof.

Get in touch


